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 THE INDWELLING SPIRIT OF CHRIST
 AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION: THE

 CASE OF A LATE ANTIQUE SYRIAC
 CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

 A certain brother said to the Abba Arsenius, "What shall

 I do, Father, for I am harried by my thoughts that say to
 me, 'You cannot fast, or toil, or visit the sick, and in these

 things profit?'" The old man, seeing the devil's sowing,
 said to him, "Go?eat and drink and sleep, so long as you
 do not go out of your cell, knowing that perseverance in
 his cell brings the monk to his calling." Now, when he
 had spent three days he was weary, and he found a few
 palm-leaves and split them, and again on the next day
 he began to make them into a plait. And when he grew
 hungry, he said to himself, "Here are a few more palm
 leaves, I shall spread them out, and then I shall eat." And

 when he had finished with them, he said again, " I shall
 read a little, and then eat." And when he had read a little,
 he said, "I shall say a few psalms, and then I shall eat with
 a good conscience." And so little by little, God working
 with him, he progressed, till he came to his calling. And
 when he had learned confidence against evil thoughts, he
 conquered them.1

 This account from the late fourth century compilation of ascetic wisdom,
 the Apophthegmata Patrum {The Sayings of the Fathers), illustrates a
 familiar model of spiritual guidance in Christian ascetic practice of the
 Egyptian desert whereby the abba (Syriac and Aramaic for "father") is the
 initial source of direction for the unnamed, struggling ascetic. The abba's
 ability to bestow guidance is due to his exercise of discernment, a spiritual
 gift that had endowed him with the insight and capacity to "see the devil's
 sowing," in this case. The fruits of such discernment further enabled the
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 abba to advise a potentially effective course of action whereby the ascetic
 might overcome his temptations. As indicated in the account, by trusting
 in the words and example of the abba, the ascetic was able to escape the
 devil's snares. The apophthegm (or, "saying") is clear, however, that it was
 neither the abba's counsel nor the ascetic's efforts alone or in concert that

 was responsible for his triumph. Rather, it was "God working in him," that
 is, the intercession and manifestation of the divine presence that effected
 transformation.

 It is the nature of this divine presence that differentiated Christian con
 ceptions of union with the divine from those found in other contemporary

 religious and philosophical circles.2 The apophthegm illumines how this
 presence might be known in its implicit claim that it is only by "God
 working in him" that the ascetic is able eventually to identify and assume
 his calling and, from this, to understand and overcome the evil thoughts and
 temptations that formerly plagued him. It is only by "God working in him"
 that the temptations in the troubled ascetic are overturned and are replaced

 with knowledge and right purpose. The point of transformation for the
 ascetic is quite specific: it occurs only when the ascetic seeks the grace of
 God alone through obedience to the abba's words that he is able to realize
 "God working in him" and so progresses undivided. The text concludes
 with a testimonial to the completeness of the personal transformation:
 "And when he had learned confidence against evil thoughts, he conquered
 them."

 This brief essay considers how the efficacy of this distinctive feature of
 Christian ascetic spirituality offered a means of social transformation for
 a mid-fourth century Christian community living outside the confines
 of the Roman Empire which conceived of the work of the Godhead as
 preparation for public witness in the face of persecution. Our examination
 of Aphrahat's sixth Demonstration will show how, by imitating Christ,
 a Syriac Christian monastic group in the Persian Empire named the
 bnay qyama attested to the indwelling of the Spirit of Christ given to all
 Christians at baptism in the life of their local community and so served to
 empower a right response for their fellow Christians under the stress and
 strain of trial and suffering.
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 EARLY SYRIAC CHRISTIAN ASCETICISM

 While all Christian ascetics cultivated renunciation of material possessions
 and fixed abode, severance of family ties, assumption of the suffering of
 Jesus Christ, as well as dietary and sexual restrictions, many cultivated

 distinct emphases in their ascetic practice. The distinctive emphasis of
 ascetic behavior in the Syriac Christian tradition has been the subject of
 a considerable body of scholarly study. Several features of this practice
 should be recalled for the purpose of the discussion here. As an acceptable,
 prescribed mode of religious behavior, the practice of asceticism had been
 an integral part of Syriac Christianity from its inception since the "Syriac
 New Testament supported an ascetical understanding of the teaching of
 Jesus."3 There is a significant linguistic dimension that illumines this well.
 The Syriac term for the ascetic, ihidaya,

 had a rich cluster of associations. It meant "single" in the
 sense of "unmarried," or "celibate"; it also meant "single

 minded," undivided in heart. But in the Syriac version
 of the New Testament, Christ is called the Ihidaya, the
 "only-begotten." So becoming "single" meant becoming
 Christlike. This terminology encapsulates a distinctive
 spirituality?that the singlehearted ascetic images the
 singularity of Christ."4

 The ascetic spirituality of these "single ones" was rooted in a particular
 interpretation of the Beatitudes and teachings in the Gospels, particularly
 those in Luke 14 where Jesus instructs on the requirements of discipleship.5
 Such discipleship, "lived out by laymen and women through varying
 degrees of sexual and material renunciation, constituted the highest
 expression of Christian life."6 For Aphrahat, the "intention of these ascetic
 celibates was publicly to put on the persona of the Ihidaya. . . . Their
 purpose was to imitate Christ."7

 Within their local Christian communities, male and female ihidaya
 "formed an 'informal class of believers' called the Bnay and Bnat Qyama
 (Sons and Daughters of the Covenant). By 'taking a stand' {aqum) in the
 'singleness' (ihidayuta) of celibacy and mind they assumed at baptism,
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 such 'covenanters' were thought to have entered a special relationship
 with Christ, and apparently served as exemplars for other members of their
 community."8 The practice of Aphrahat and his fellow members of the
 bnay qyama was characterized by a specific emphasis on the other-worldly
 dimension to the practice, on alienation, for the purpose of cultivating a
 life uncontaminated by the corruption and ways of the world.9 As we will
 see, this emphasis enabled the bnay qyama to interpret their persecution
 in the context of Christian discipleship in a way that would render their
 suffering both necessary and salvific.

 APHRAHAT AND THE BNAY QYAMA

 Aphrahat was a prominent monastic member of the Syriac-speaking
 Christian community in the Persian Empire, and his twenty-three
 Demonstrations serve as a principle literary source for information about
 the organization and practice of this community.10 Aphrahat has been
 hailed as

 the sole surviving representative of a type of Christian
 thought which was essentially Semitic and utterly
 independent of both Latin and Greek philosophy. The

 medium of his thinking, classical Syriac, was far closer
 to the Jewish Aramaic of Babylon, than was the Syriac of
 later Christian writers,11

 This blend of language and source material defines a particular literary
 status for the Demonstrations. The language of his Demonstrations
 contains pure and idiomatic Syriac; the content confirms the extensive
 use of Tatian's Diatesseron and the Syriac Peshitta}2 In both language
 and content, the composition of the Demonstrations exposes a link to the
 Judaic foundation of Syriac Christianity. Existing sources prior to the fifth
 century, including among others the Chronicle of Arbela, the Chronicle
 of Seert, the Demonstrations, and the accounts of the martyrs persecuted
 under the reign of Shapur II, supports a wide diffusion of Christianity with
 ecclesiastical structure and organization throughout the Persian Empire.13
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 Under Shapur II "the Zoroastrian faith and Sasanian power went hand in
 hand."14 A policy of religious toleration maintained in the early portion
 of Shapur IPs reign was halted in 337 CE when persecution against the
 Christian community was implemented. Several factors contributed to this
 shift in policy. The Zoroastrian Magi had steadily gained political influence
 resulting in an increased national fervor and the renewal of tenuous ties
 between the Magi and the Christians. In the case of this persecution, "king
 and clergy joined hands in combined action," although Shapur II was the
 one who "presented the required sacrifice as a proof of loyalty to crown and

 country, personally intervened in the procedure, and curbed the unbridled
 persecutions for reasons of state."15

 In 337-338 CE, the Persian attack on Nisibis started a war with Rome.
 Shapur II demanded that the costs of war be relieved through the
 imposition of heavier taxation and that the need for recruits be satisfied.
 Both were met with reluctance and passivity by the Christians. The
 legalized status of Christianity in the Roman Empire also prompted the
 view that Christians in the Persian Empire were more disposed toward
 Roman emperors. Such a view may have been more than mere impression.
 The early historian Sozomen included in his Ecclesiastical History a letter
 from the Emperor Constamene to the previous ruler, Shapur I, claiming
 that he would have "a great and eternally inscribed kindness" toward the
 Persian ruler if "he should become humane concerning those under him
 who respected Christian doctrine."16 Emperor Constantine attested that
 there was nothing objectionable in Christian worship and that his own
 faith in Christ had produced such a positive outcome: "Writing such things
 to Shapur, Constantine tried to persuade him to think well of this religion,
 for he possessed a great solicitude for Christians everywhere, Romans and
 foreigners."17 From the evidence of Aphrahat we know that Constantine's
 effort to seek solace for these Christians was unwelcome under Shapur II.

 While Shapur II was preparing for war with Rome, "the Roman emperor
 Constantine, who considered himself the sovereign of all Christians, had
 made them (i.e., the Christians in the Persian empire) his prot?g?s without
 their asking."18 Finally, antipathy by many Jews may have contributed
 to this situation. "For Aphrahat, alongside practical issues of bolstering
 faith in a time of persecution, a key concern still seems to be to persuade
 Jews that Jesus was the true Messiah and the Son of God."19 Shaul Shaked
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 has described this period as "in many ways the most important of several
 turning points in Jewish history" due to the development of rabbinic
 Judaism and the Babylonian Talmud.20

 Aphrahat composed Demonstration VI in 337 CE, a year of intensified
 attention given to the presence of Christianity in the Persian Empire.21
 According to Shaked, the Christians "were growing in terms of the
 number of adherents, they were undergoing persecution as a result of the
 incursions, they were making into the fabric of the ruling Zoroastrian
 society, and they were seeking to define their proper identity as against the
 Jews and the Zoroastrians."22 Demonstration VI addressed the specific role
 of the monks, the bnay qyama, within Aphrahat's Christian community
 in the face of these trials. It is likely that he wrote this Demonstration
 in response to a request from a friend who was quite possibly a fellow

 monk. As with the other Demonstrations, Aphrahat intended his words
 for a larger audience and wrote in the hope that they would be read and
 discussed.

 DEMONSTRATION VI

 Demonstration VI served as "a circular letter intended for the whole

 qyama around Aphrahat's correspondent. The circular letter was meant to
 be passed on to the ahe bnay qyama: 'the fraternity of the Covenant.'"23
 It begins,

 The words that I speak are appropriate and fitting to be
 received. For let us be aroused from our sleep at this time
 (Rom 13:11) and raise our hearts along with our hands to
 heaven toward God. Maybe all of a sudden the Lord of the
 house will come so that when he has come, he will find us
 in a state of wakefulness.24

 The tone of the letter is characterized by a dual sense of expediency and
 urgency; Aphrahat's call is to readiness and to watchfulness. Both tone
 and call reflect the context of confrontation: first between the Christian

 community and its Zoroastrian rulers and second between the Christian
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 community and its Jewish neighbors. Aphrahat had earlier situated the
 same dual sense of urgency and readiness in Demonstration V, 'On Wars,"

 where he discloses concern and anxiety over the war and confirms the
 presence of strong anti-Persian sentiment in the Christian community.
 Here he writes, "It is owing to the obstinate pride of Persia that its fall is
 assured. The armies of Rome will not be defeated by the forces gathered

 together against them, for they will hold the kingdom for Him. Rome is
 the cause of Jesus, and it will not fail to conquer."25 Traces of this attitude
 are reflected in Demonstration VI where Aphrahat addresses the nature
 of combat between the crafty, manipulative Adversary and the staunch
 Christian belief and practice of "those who are spiritual." He writes,

 All the children of light have no fear of him, seeing that
 darkness flees from the presence of illumination (1 John
 2:8). The children of the Good [God] are not afraid of the
 Evil One, for [God] has given him to be trampled under
 their feet (Gen 3:15 ; Ps 91:13 ; Luke 10:19). When he takes
 on the semblance of darkness to them, they themselves
 become light, and when he creeps up to them like a snake,
 they become salt (Matt 5:14), something that he cannot
 eat.26

 "Those who are spiritual" are encouraged to resist the temptations of
 the Adversary by "lifting their eyes to Heaven" in response to the call
 to wakefulness. Aphrahat then describes the work of the Adversary by
 presenting a series of instances where the Adversary worked through a
 woman in order to lure a man. He warns, "[Satan] made his incursion on
 Adam by means of Eve, and in his childishness Adam was beguiled (Gen
 3.1-7),"27 and so too must his audience remain awake to the temptation
 that surrounds them. Episodes from the Old Testament supply additional
 examples: with some such as Samson, David, Moses, Solomon and Ahab,
 the Adversary is successful, while with others such as Joseph, Job, and

 King Asa, the Adversary is not. Successful enticement results in a blemish
 of some sort that serves as a marker of fallenness.

 On one level, these verses reveal the nature of the Adversary and the
 method of temptation; perhaps, on another level, they uncover the nature
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 of a Christian community under persecution. The claim that Aphrahat
 makes regarding the relationship between the Adversary and those who
 are spiritual might apply as well to the relationship between persecutors
 and those persecuted: "Spiritual people can see him as he fights, and his
 weapon has no power over their bodies."28 If Aphrahat established that the
 cause of the Persians is not the cause of Jesus Christ in Demonstration V,

 he defines the cause of the Persians as the cause of the Adversary in these
 verses of Demonstration VI.

 Aphrahat resolves any misdirection regarding doctrinal issues among his
 audience by supplying a brief statement of the orthodox view of Jesus
 Christ, with particular attention to manifestations of the Spirit of Christ.
 The Christian is called to "take on the likeness from our Savior...being
 rich, he made himself perfect."29 For the Christian this call was manifest in
 the vocation to imitate Christ. "When our Lord came, he went about in our

 nature, but outside his [true] nature. Let us remain in our [true] condition,

 so that on the day of justice he will make us share in his condition."30
 Aphrahat explains that when "he came to us, he did not have anything of
 ours, nor did we have anything of his, thought the two natures belonged
 to him and his Father. Now when Gabriel announced to the blessed Mary

 who gave him birth, the Word set off from the height and came, 'and
 the word became body and dwelt in us.'"31 That is, Jesus Christ became
 human in order to provide the Christian with a means of returning to Him.
 Abandonment did not occur after his death on the cross, for "when he went

 to his Father, he sent us his Spirit, telling us, am with you until the world
 comes to an end' (Matt 28:20). For Christ is seated at the right hand of his
 Father, and Christ dwells in human beings."32 In order to provide some
 paradigm for appropriating the paradox that Christ is one with His Father
 and that Christ dwells among men, Aphrahat makes analogy to the Sun
 which is one and yet falls on many places at the same time; in this way,
 too, Christ is not lessened because he is divided among all. He concludes,

 "Is not the power of God so much greater seeing that the sun itself exists
 by the power of God!"33

 Aphrahat emphasizes that Jesus Christ is not lessened in any way because
 he is divided among all. This is illustrated by appeal to an event in the
 life of Moses. "When it was proving too onerous for Moses to guide the
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 [Israelite] camp by himself, the Lord said to him: will take a little of
 the spirit that is upon you, and I will give [it] to the seventy men [who
 are] the elders of Israel.' (Num 11:17) When he had taken a little of the
 spirit of Moses and the seventy men had been filled with it, Moses did
 not lack anything, nor was his spirit recognized as having had a little
 taken from it."34 Likewise, Aphrahat writes, the early prophets received
 the spirit of Christ "each one of them insofar as he was able to bear."35
 The spirit of Christ was that same spirit working through and received by
 the Hebrew prophets, Elijah, Elisha and John. Through a comparison of
 deeds, Aphrahat thereby explains that although the spirit was shared by
 all, the Redeemer bequeathed his spirit to others for "many are the signs
 that the spirit of Christ has performed [the same spirit] from which the
 prophets had received."36

 As David Taylor has observed of these teachings in Demonstration VI,
 Aphrahat teaches that

 the Word came down from on high, became a body, and
 dwelt among us, and on his return to Him who sent him he

 took back that which he had not brought with him, raising
 us up to sit with him in heaven. Salvation is also often
 described in terms of conquering Satan, Sheol, and Death
 by Christ, and a restoration and perfection of the original
 creation.... Aphrahat's Christology is orthodox, despite a
 marked lack of technical Christological terminology.37

 Clarification of orthodox Christian doctrine is reflected further by
 Aphrahat through clarification of orthodox Christian practice. Purity in
 holiness, Aphrahat insists, requires right relationships within his audience.
 He exhorts: "Therefore, my brethren, any man who is a bar qyama...and
 wants a woman, who is a bat qyama like him, to live with him, in such a

 case it is better that he should take a wife openly and not be unrestrained in

 lust (1 Cor 7:9). Likewise, in the case of a woman, it is appropriate for her,
 if she is not going to separate from a man who is an ihidaya, to be openly

 with a husband."38 Thus, "woman should live with [another] woman, and a
 man ought to live with [another] man."39 This also applies to those who are
 married since spouses who live together may resort to their former state
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 of union. Aphrahat locates the standard for this arrangement in the life of
 Moses who "since the time he was consecrated, his wife did not minister to
 him; instead, it is written as follows,4 Joshua, son of Nun, was the minister

 to Moses from his youth [childhood]."'40 Likewise, Moses commanded
 the priests that "during their period of ministering.. .they should not know

 their wives."41 Elijah, too, is offered by Aphrahat as further support for this

 standard of celibacy. It was only when Elijah fled from Jezebel and was
 ministered to by a male disciple that "he was snatched up in a chariot of
 fire to heaven (2 Kings 2:11-12), and that became his abode for ever."42

 For the Christian, the struggle to live rightly is assumed at baptism and is

 rewarded at the resurrection. The Spirit of Christ is received at baptism.

 For in that moment when the priests invoke the Spirit, [the
 Spirit] opens up the heavens, descends and hovers over
 the water (Gen 1:2), while those who are being baptized
 clothe themselves in her. The Spirit remains distant from
 all who are of bodily birth until they come to the birth
 [that belongs to the baptismal] water; only then do they
 receive the Holy Spirit."43

 In their first birth human beings received animal souls; in their second
 birth of baptism they received the Holy Spirit "from a portion of divinity
 and this, too, is immortal."44 In this way, the baptized "put on the image of

 that heavenly Adam."45 By nature, the Spirit is not always with the person
 who receives it for at times it "goes and stands before God and beholds his
 face, and against the person who harms the temple in which she resides,
 she will lay complaint before God."46 This activity of the Spirit was known
 by David and by Saul: "And whenever he was afflicted by an evil spirit,
 David would strike upon the lyre, and the Holy Spirit that David had
 received when he was anointed (1 Sam 16:3) would come along, and the
 evil spirit that was consuming Saul would flee away from her presence."47
 At the time of the resurrection those who "grieved" for the Spirit of Christ

 will be differentiated from those who "honored" it. Regarding the former,
 Aphrahat instructs that "once he has risen, he remains in his natural state,
 naked of the Spirit." In contrast, those among the latter will be protected
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 and "not found to be naked." Of these, Aphrahat writes, "Christ will thank
 the body for preserving his Spirit in pure fashion."48

 THE BNAY QYAMA AS MARTYR, MONK, AND MYSTIC

 In Demonstration VI, Aphrahat implies that the presence of strong
 heretical views, religious persecution, and war between Persia and Rome
 are the "signs that our Savior gave" that were beginning to be fulfilled.49
 Acceptance of the call for imitation meant being prepared and watchful
 for the coming of Jesus Christ, that is, for the victory of Christ at the
 time of the resurrection. Aphrahat thereby gives a cosmic signification to
 the trials and suffering of the qyama, in general, and of the bnay qyama,
 in particular, during this period. He reminds his audience that they are
 called to embody staunch witness to the presence of the Spirit of Christ in
 and against contemporary heterodox human affairs. United by the cloak of
 baptism they are called to be faithful to their practice of continence and so
 to be wakeful and ready for the coming judgment and reward.

 Thus, in their wakefulness and preparedness, the members of the bnay
 qyama gave service to the broader Christian community. Among the many
 epithets designated for the bnay qyama is "diligent servants."50 Several
 of the exhortations in Demonstration VI specify the code of practice that
 facilitated this role. Among these are fasting, prayers, visitation of the sick,

 purity, and quiet, for "thus it is appropriate for the disciples of Christ to
 imitate Christ their Master."51 Their response to lead lives of renunciation

 and continence was rooted in a specific understanding of relationship to
 the world: "Let us be aliens from the world just as Christ was not of it
 (John 17:14)."52 Such alienation was an orientation to the world rather than

 a separation from it; that is, their adoption of alienation occurred in and
 through relationship in the Christian community. It is in their imitation that
 the members of the bnay qyama would have served "an informal role as
 spiritual instructors of their community."53 Daniel Caner has written that,

 "as spiritual exemplars, their lives were expected to reflect the voluntary
 poverty and humility of Christ."54 In this public and visible imitation, the
 members of the bnay qyama would have served as witnesses to the call to
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 discipleship offered to all Christians. To this end, their monasticism served
 both as "the expression under new conditions of the original evangelical
 concept of Christianity which had ruled the life of the early Church"55 and
 the appropriate response to threats against it.

 Bernadette McNary-Zak
 Department of Religious Studies

 Rhodes College

 NOTES

 1. Waddell, The Desert Fathers, 88. The Apophthegmata Patrum or
 Sayings of the Desert Fathers and Mothers emerged "from the give
 and-take of everyday life" in the eremetic and semi-eremetic practice
 of lower Egypt (Burton-Christie, The Word in the Desert, 77). The
 Sayings are extant in a wide range of collections and languages:
 "These words were originally spoken and heard-probably in the
 Coptic tongue-rather than written and read.. .The intimate relationship
 between a master and disciple and, in particular, the request for a
 'word' of power and salvation on the part of the disciple composed
 the setting in which the Sayings originated" (Burton-Christie, The
 Word in the Desert, 77). The majority of the Sayings address practical
 issues pertaining to ascetic life such as statements imparting advice
 or guidance about a particular concern, and statements instructing
 disciples on how to cultivate a specific virtue or avoid a specific vice
 or temptation.

 2. It is important to note that I envision a connection between "union
 with God" and "mysticism" and that, for the purpose of discussion,
 I have been intentional in my use of the former. Here I make us of
 the methodological caution voiced by Andrew Louth who writes,
 "It is not possible to begin to say anything about mysticism without
 pointing out that the very definition and connotation of the word are
 hotly disputed, and, in the particular case of mysticism in the early
 Christian period, that the associations of the word in modern usage
 are likely to be highly misleading in the context of late antiquity. That
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 said, a working definition is necessary and the word 'mysticism' and
 its cognates will be used to refer to a relationship between men and

 women and God that is characterized as union with God, a union that

 is real, and therefore doubtless experienced, though the emphasis falls
 on the reality of the experience, rather than on the experience itself
 (Louth, "Mysticism," 208).

 3. Bondi, "The Spirituality of Syriac-Speaking Christians," 155.

 4. Harmless, Desert Christians, All. Sidney Griffith has observed that
 their "distinctive forms of asceticism exercised an influence beyond
 the confines of the Syriac-speaking territories and even as far as Egypt,

 where the Syriac word for a 'Single' (ihidaya) in the Lord's service
 may have prompted Greek-speaking Christians there to begin using
 the term monachos to describe a celibate ascetic" (Griffith, "Syria,

 Syriac," 877).

 5. Brock, "Early Syrian Asceticism," 1.

 6. Brown, The Body and Society, 88.

 7. Griffith, "Asceticism in the Church of Syria," 228.

 8. Caner, Wandering, Begging Monks, 55. Sidney Griffith explains that
 "the expression bnay qyama may be understood to express the station
 in life the ihidaye assume, by taking the extra step they take at baptism
 to put on the heavenly Ihidaya.. .It seems to have been not so much a

 matter of a spiritual elite.. .or a matter of a church within a church...
 although neither of these characterizations is false. Rather, the active
 stance that the ihidaya was expected to take in the community consisted

 principally in serving as a type for his own people.. .This was the role
 of the ihidaya as a living icon of paradise restored. It determined his
 status within the ecclesial community." (Griffith, "Asceticism in the
 Church of Syria," 233).

 9. Literally, the term bnay qyama means "sons of the covenant. Here it is
 used in reference to the bnay (male) and bnat (female) members of this
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 group, the "sons and daughters of the covenant." For discussion of the
 term and various renderings of its meaning, see Griffith, "Asceticism
 in the Church of Syria."

 10. Sebastian Brock explains, "Syriac is the local Aramaic dialect of Edessa
 [modern Urfa, southeast Turkey] which from about the second century
 became the literary language of Aramaic-speaking Christianity in the
 Eastern provinces of the Roman Empire and in the Persian Empire
 further east" (Brock, "The Oriental Fathers," 166).

 11. Gavin, Aphraates and the Jews, 1.

 12. On the Syriac language of the Demonstrations see Gavin, Aphraates
 and the Jews, 2. Two manuscripts survive in Syriac. The first contains
 Demonstrations I-Xaxi? is dated to 473-474 CE; the second contains
 Demonstrations XI-XXIII and is dated to the sixth century. Cf. Voobus,

 History of Asceticism, 173. On Aphrahat's sources see Lheto, "Divine
 Law, Asceticism, and Gender in Aphrahat's 'Demonstrations.'"

 13. See Voobus, History of Asceticism, 184-190.

 14. McCullough, A Short History of Syriac Christianity, 102. McCullough
 dates the rule of Shapur II from 309-379 CE (McCullough, Short
 History of Syriac Christianity, 116).

 15. Wiesehofer, Ancient Persia, 213. For a description of some of the
 accusations against Christians and their replies, see Shaul Shaked,
 Dualism in Transformation, 90-91. A prominent and common feature
 of the charges against Christians is that they sin against the religion of
 the king by not worshipping a host of Zoroastrian deities. As Shaked
 explains, "Royal interference in religious matters is an expression not
 so much of interest in religioun as of interest in holding the populace
 in tight control...The kings did not hesitate to refer to themselves as
 coming 'from the seed of the gods'...The claim of coming 'from the
 gods' is a statement which applies, from the Zoroastrian point of view,
 with a measure of accuracy, to every human being. We may take it that
 the kings applied this phrase to themselves not in this pious Zoroastrian
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 sense but as denoting that they were on a scale higher than that of the

 rest of humanity," (Shaked, Dualism in Transformation, 112).

 16. Jacobs, Histoire eccl?siastique: Sozomene, 15:2.

 17. Jacobs, Histoire eccl?siastique: Sozomene, 15:5.

 18. Wiesehofer, Ancient Persia, 202.

 19. Taylor, 'The Syriac Tradition," 214.

 20. Shaked, Dualism in Transformation, 11.

 21. Aphrahat composed twenty-three demonstrations that were
 intended to stand as a single work. Literary analysis reveals that the

 Demonstrations are linked by an alphabetical acrostic; that is, the
 first letter of each Demonstration corresponds to a letter in the Syriac
 alphabet. For discussion of this structure see Owens, The Genesis and
 Exodus Citations, 4-5. Demonstrations are also often referred to as
 discourses, treatises, and homilies.

 22. Shaked, Dualism in Transformation, 108.

 23. Negundatt, "The Covenanters," 201. The length of Demonstration VI
 provides additional support for the case that it was intended to be read
 and not pronounced.

 24. Jacobs, Aphrahat Demonstrations VI, verse 1.

 25. Gavin, Aphraates and the Jews, 5.

 26. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:2.

 27. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:3.

 28. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:2.
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 29. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:9.

 30. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:10.

 31. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:10.

 32. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:10.

 33. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:11.

 34. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:12.

 35. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:12.

 36. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:13.

 37. Taylor, "The Syriac Tradition," 214.

 38. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:4.

 39. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:4.

 40. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:5.

 41. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:5.

 42. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:5.

 43. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:14.

 44. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:14.

 45. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:18.

 46. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:15.

 47. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:16.
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 48. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:18.

 49. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:14.

 50. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:1.

 51. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:8.

 52. Valanolickal, "Aphrahat: Demonstrations," 6:1.

 53. Caner, Wandering, Begging Monks, 80. Here and in the following note,
 Caner draws on the work and conclusions of Griffith, "Asceticism in

 the Church of Syria."

 54. Caner, Wandering, Begging Monks, 81; see also note 8.

 55. Schmemman, The Historical Road of Eastern Orthodoxy, 106.
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